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Figure Caption
Vision of the Future. Here is the Herald-American artist’s conception of the proposed development on the Army Air Base land at
Mattydale. (A) State Aviation School. (B) Buildings, race track, parking lots, and midway of the State Fair. (C) Permanent yearround industrial and agricultural exhibition buildings. (D) Maintenance pool for all motor vehicles of State Department of Public
Works. Above (C) is the airport layout. An amphitheater would be constructed near the race track. At lower left is a lagoon for
visitors who seek rest and quiet.

Once again the name Mattydale served as a convenient geographical tag with which to label a
development. The proposed movement of the New York State Fair to land just east of the Army
Air Base was described as moving the State Fair to Mattydale. The land east of the air base was
actually in the towns of DeWitt and Cicero. Mattydale was and still is an unincorporated hamlet
in the town of Salina. It was just the closest and most convenient place with which to label the
proposed new fair grounds.
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Syracuse Envisioned as State Hub in 1949
The Syracuse Herald American, Syracuse, NY
Sunday, October 28, 1945
Project Centers On Acquisitions of Army Air Base
State Fair Grounds, State Aviation School, Gigantic Airfield and Amphitheater Included
By Laurence J. O’Toole
SYRACUSE – Showplace and hub of New York State. Port of entry. Mecca of tourists. Air and
highway confluence. Crossroads of the Empire State. A magnet drawing to it, like iron filings,
the business and wealth of a nation.
This is the plan: The acquisition by the State of the Army Air Base at Mattydale and the
transformation of the area’s six square miles into--1. The exposition grounds for the New York State Fair and a permanent industrial and
agricultural exhibition.
2. A gigantic airfield.
3. The site of the proposed State aviation school.
4. A maintenance pool for all motor vehicles of the State Department of Public Works.
5. A modern, multiple racetrack.
6. An amphitheater and other outdoor recreational facilities at present unavailable in upstate
New York.
All this and the projected State superhighway passing by the front door. And a broad offshoot
from the highway and the front door into Syracuse.
The cost, taken from the state’s vast postwar construction funds, would approach $20,000,000.
The transformation would consume three to five years.
Even the sponsor of the proposal cannot imagine all the possibilities of this stupendous scheme.
The sponsor is Assemblyman Clellan S. Forsythe of Syracuse, the city’s baby legislator who will
defy the crusty tradition which dictates that the first-term representatives keep mum.
Forsythe says he will introduce his plan in the Assembly after the turn of the year.
“It is now up to the people of Syracuse to give impetus to the demand for this development,” the
Assemblyman declared.
His project includes the disposition of the present State Fair grounds, and he is certain that
industry, moving as it is in that direction, would quickly purchase the Belle Isle site. He feels
too, that the Army may occupy the fair grounds for several years.
The superhighway which is fast becoming known as the “super thruway” would run from
Buffalo to Albany, replacing Routes 5 and 20 as the principal midstate motor arteries and would
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be connected by a network of highway veins to practically every community in Northern,
Central, Western, Eastern and Southern New York.
At Albany the superhighway would join the several roads leading to New York City, Boston and
the East. At Buffalo it would unite with the highways from the West. The heart of this
circulatory system is Syracuse. The great airport would be a main point on the commercial
airline routes which will trace the face of the nation and the world.
The Airport would be the central point in the web of airline routes which will touch at all the
large municipalities in the State and at scores of cities and villages which at present have no air
service.
Thousands of persons, among them many foreigners entering this country by plane, would arrive
daily by air, road and rail at Syracuse. Immigration and customs officials would be stationed at
the airport.
A good percentage of the travelers could scarcely fail to visit the city – for business, pleasure or
rest. Whatever their purpose, they would spend money and the city’s income would mount like
the tithes of a Roman emperor.
Forsythe’s proposed year round industrial and agricultural exhibition would stop many tourists
and would induce them to remain in the city overnight or for several days. Vacationists and
weekenders would pilgrimage to the exhibit.
The Exhibition, in Forsythe’s mind, would show the products and progress of the State’s huge
variety of industry and agriculture and would demonstrate in a nutshell the State’s business,
labor and farm output.
There at a glance would be New York State.
The airfield would include the runways of the present Army Air Base and several new runways.
It would provide hangars and repair shops for commercial airlines and would retain the current
Army facilities for the peacetime purposes which undoubtedly the military will want. The Army
barrack, located far from the entrance just off the superthruway, will remain.
The state aviation school would jut on the airfield immediately to its East and would provide
facilities for housing and handling state owned planes. Forsythe believes several executive
departments of the state in the future will own planes.
The Maintenance pool for all motor vehicles in the State Department of Public Works, according
to the Assemblyman, would give the state something which it now needs: A central maintenance
plant where all motor road building machinery and road maintenance equipment – snowplows,
graders, tractors – could be rebuilt, repaired and dispatched to state streets as required.
As for the multiple race track affording separate lanes for automobile, horse-running, harness,
motorcycle and perhaps dog racing, Forsythe says this:
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“A new Racing plant could be made available for two or even three race meets during any
season, thus providing upstate New York with recreational facilities which are amply available to
the people of downstate and Metropolitan New York.
The amphitheater is a facility which Forsythe contends is a necessity, not only to the tremendous
exposition grounds which he would develop, but to Syracuse itself. It would give the city an
adequate place in which to schedule big civic, political and recreational affairs.
Should the Olympics be revived, as they doubtlessly will be, Syracuse with the superthruway
exposition grounds, the airport and the amphitheater would be a leading contender to play host
for the games.
Read what Forsythe says: “It could not have been foreseen that the Federal Government would
take over the State Fair Grounds for four years or more, nor that a windstorm would destroy the
grandstand and that the State Fair race track would be rendered practically useless because of
disuse. Also, the break in the refuse dikes of the Solvay Process Company flooded the Fair
Grounds with a silt that has made reclamation difficult.
“To restore the Fair Grounds would cost a lot of money. Careful consideration should be given
whether such expenditures are justifiable in view of the definite restriction of future growth,
because adjacent land no longer is suitable.
“By replacing the State Fair buildings with a new type of exposition building on the Army Air
Base land, together with the buildings of the State Aviation Institute and the proposed State
Highway Department structures, there would be ample buildings to accommodate as large a
crowd as any exposition could draw, with buildings available for an all-year exposition for
business, industry and agriculture.
“Three thousand acres of air base land and several hundred acres adjacent are ideal for the
purpose.”
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This editorial came from the same edition of the paper in which Forsythe proposed his mega
development plan and by its tone it can be seen that the author was also riding the post war wave
of enthusiasm for growth. A similar level of enthusiasm was last seen in the newspaper articles
of the late 20s. That wave was damped by the Great Recession and then followed by the war.
After living through 15 years of having little or nothing and then the war time rationing, people
were eager for a new normal. It will be noticed that the editorial is really only concerned about
the State Fair aspects of Forsythe’s much more involved proposal.
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This is a second editorial from the Herald Journal supporting the proposed movement of the New
York State Fair to Mattydale. There is a little more detail here about the benefits of such a
change but still there is no mention of the other parts of Forsythe’s mega-plan.
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This editorial came from the Post Standard, which doesn’t seem to back the Forsythe plan. The
paper had run a “Vote on the Issues” article earlier in March 1946. The people in their readership
area were found to be overwhelmingly opposed to moving the State Fair from its traditional prewar location on the south shore of Onondaga Lake. The publishing of these results coincided
with the appointment of a commission to study the future of the New York State Fair.
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The temporary State Fair Commission had recommended that the State Fair be moved to a new
location in Mattydale near the old Army Air Base. This brought the concept a step closer to
reality and that was a battle call for the opposition. The political and business interests seemed to
support the move while the rural and agricultural interests were against the move.
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Walter L. Welch was the executive secretary of the Committee for an Expanded Exposition on
Onondaga Lake. He was an opponent of moving the fair to Mattydale. The above was quoted
from an article by Welch called, “Why Only a Limited Fair in 1948.” The original article was
published in The Rural New Yorker. Welch claimed that Forsythe’s plan had been worked out by
persons in Albany who wanted the fair grounds to leave Onondaga Lake. The Solvay Process
company might have been behind this activity, in an effort to build out their Solvay plant all the
way to the lake shore.
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The good folks of Saratoga Springs probably thought, if the State Fair was being relocated, then
why weren’t they in consideration for being the new location. This also might have been a
political ploy to kill the entire fair movement effort and keep the fair at its pre-war location. The
opposition group might have been sending Syracuse a message: Move it and you might lose it.
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As the decision on moving the State Fair to
Mattydale was drawn out other developers
began to eye the former Army Air Base as
land ripe for development. This editorial
suggested that the State acquire title to the
property from the Federal government thus
preserving the land as a location for the new
fair.
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A limited fair was held in 1948. Finally, in 1949, the New York State Fair was held on its
traditional site for the first time since 1941, when the State Fairs had been brought to a halt by
the war.
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Forsythe Plan advocates were to be placed in charge of the State Fair according to the master
plan. Evidently the plan actually called out who should be in charge: Millard W. Hawk of
Constantia was to be the Director of the Fair. The deputy state commissioner of Agriculture
would be Earl C. Foster would be in charge of the fair and Hawk would be his executive
assistant. Both of these men had worked on Forsythe’s Temporary State Fair Commission and
were in favor of the move of the fair to Mattydale. However, it was not to be.
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Harold L. Creal was appointed State Fair Director, instead of the then acting Director
Earl C. Foster. Creal was from Homer in Cortland County and his constituents were more
rural and agriculturally oriented. The last hope of the Forsythe camp, for moving the
State Fair to Mattydale, probably died with the appointment of Creal.
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The Forsythe plan was not accepted and the State Fair remained were it was before the war. This
editorial was a bit of sour grapes from the Herald-Journal, which had supported the Mattydale
State Fair idea, pointing out that the traffic jams at the old fair grounds would not have happened
if the State Fair had been moved to Mattydale.
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SUMMARY
The original Forsythe plan called for the acquisition by the State of the Army Air Base at
Mattydale and then on the area’s six square miles to create the following entities. These have
been rearranged from the original order into a decreasing probability order.
1. A gigantic airfield.
2. The exposition grounds for the New York State Fair and a permanent industrial and
agricultural exhibition.
3. A modern, multiple racetrack.
4. The site of the proposed State aviation school.
5. A maintenance pool for all motor vehicles of the State Department of Public Works.
6. An amphitheater and other outdoor recreational facilities at present unavailable in upstate
New York.
The air base had been planned for some time to become a Municipal Airport after the war. There
was really no way that was not going to happen. The rest of the grand plan ran into the harsh
reality of the returning veterans and a massive housing shortage. The long time supporters of the
Onondaga Lake Reclamation effort were very much against moving the location of the fair.
The burst of post war pride, enthusiasm and a desire to grab part of the peace dividend, in part,
brought forth the Forsythe plan. The can-do attitude, that was a carryover from the mobilization
of the entire US economy to fight the war, made the Forsythe plan seem possible. However, the
country was about to find itself engulfed in a severe housing shortage, with the return of all the
servicemen from overseas. Civilian construction had been banned during the war years and that
industry had to be re-started and ramped up to meet an historic demand. The barracks at the
former Mattydale Army Airbase were converted into housing units for the returning servicemen
and their families. From 1946 until 1951 anything that could be turned into housing on the
former air base was used for sheltering veterans.
For security reasons the barracks had been constructed at scattered locations around the base.
Spreading out the barracks reduced the possible damage due to sabotage or fires. After the war
that meant that the veteran housing covered almost all of the area where Forsythe had planned
his mega development. The city had leased the former air base land containing the barracks for
five years. During the tenure of this lease, the State Fair was able to reconstitute itself at the old
Fair Grounds and, in 1949, start up once again at full strength. The window for Forsythe’s plan
had closed and Mattydale never got its State Fair.
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The image above shows the area around Hancock International Airport today (2013). The Air
National Guard occupied the area south of the airport and east of Townline Road. The
northeastern corner of the property was taken back by the U.S. Government for the NORAD
Complex and a small housing development for the military personnel working at the complex.
Commercial businesses were established in the section bordered by E. Molloy Road on the north,
Townline Road on the west and the NYS Thruway on the south. In the northwest corner formed
by Thompson Road and the Thruway was the Brookline Golf Course.
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APPENDIX
A Parkway Too Far – Forsythe’s Last Gasp

Syracuse Herald-American, Syracuse, NY, Sunday, June 14, 1953
Figure Caption – PROJECTED LEY CREEK PARKWAY. Here is a sketch of Ley Creek Parkway (shaded area) as proposed by the New York
Legislative State Fair Commission six years ago. The plan, which former Assemblyman Clellan S. Forsythe believes might well be applied today,
calls for utilization of Ley Creek wasteland and the building of parallel highways and a parkway from Onondaga Parkway northeast to Town Line
Rd. The parkway would link the Thruway with U. S. Route 11, as relocated under the arterial program and Onondaga Lake parkway and would
provide access to Hancock Airport and the proposed Syracuse Industrial Park. The parkway would be landscaped and shrubbed and would
contain several lagoons.

Reality became a landfill bordering on the Ley Creek Sewage Treatment Plant that had been
built under the WPA during 1938-40. On the eastern side of the planned parkway, the Industrial
Park – General Motors – and the GM traffic circle were already planned and those projects did
materialize.
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